Abstract: In this paper, we consider the Extreme Similarity Sequencing problem, where the focus is on finding occurrences of a pattern p in a set of sequences S0, S1, . . . , S k , where the sequences differ by a constant number of errors-around 10 in practice. We present an asymptotically fast O(n + occ) algorithm, as well as a practical O( nk w ) algorithm for the extreme similarity sequencing problem, where n is the length of a sequence, occ is the number of candidate occurrences of reported by our technique, w is the size of the machine word, and the total number of errors is bounded by k, the number of sequences.
Introduction
DNA sequencing includes several methods and technologies that are used for determining the exact order of the nucleotide bases-adenine, guanine, cytosine, and thymine-in a DNA macromolecule.
Sequencing technology has come a long way since the time when traditional sequencing techniques required many laboratories around the world to cooperate for years in order to sequence the human genome for the first time. The traditional sequencing methods, developed in the mid 70's, had been the workhorse technology for DNA sequencing for almost thirty years. In 1977, Sanger and Coulson published two methodological papers on the rapid determination of DNA sequence (Sanger et al., 1977a; Sanger et al., 1977b) , which would go on to revolutionise biology, as a whole, by providing a tool for analysing complete genes and, later, entire genomes. The method greatly improved earlier DNA sequencing techniques developed by Maxam and Gilbert (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977) , published in the same year, and Sanger and Coulson's own "plus and minus" method, published two years earlier (Sanger and Coulson, 1975) .
Recent advances in molecular biology have dramatically changed the way biological data analysis is performed (Margulies and Birney, 2008; Shendure et al., 2005) . Next-Generation Sequencing technologies produce high-throughput data of highly controlled quality, one hundred times faster, and at a cost one hundred times smaller, than a decade ago. These technologies are very promising from the biological/medical viewpoints, opening new perspectives in terms of public health (Ng et al., 2010; Ostergaard et al., 2010; Simpson at al., 2011) . The sequence of a human genome is made of approximately 3 billion nucleotides (A, T, C or G). Recently, a huge step forward has been made as scientists move away from using one generic consensus sequence representing a human genome to a large set of sequences of individual genomes. For instance, many algorithms and programmes have been published to deal with the task of efficiently mapping millions of short sequences to a reference sequence, namely Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009 ) BWA (Heng and Richard, 2009 ), SOAP2 (Ruiqiang et al., 2009 , REAL (Frousios et al., 2010) . Studying such large sets of individual sequences helps in acquiring a better understanding of the correlation between phenotype (what a physician can observe at the human level) and genotype (what the molecular computational biologist can observe in the sequence at the cell level) and so called 'similarity searching' is an important problem in bioinformatics (Stevens et al., 2001 ).
Sets of sequences can be:
• Whole genome sequences: coming from Nuclear DNA, they are made of the four nucleotides and contain the sequences of all genes (that code proteins or other structural elements) and the sequences of all intergene bases.
• Exome sequences: portions of the whole genome sequences that contain only genes that will produce the proteins, subregions of these sequences will be transcribed into mRNAs that will eventually produce proteins.
• RNA sequences: cDNA sequences that have been obtained after retro transcribing existing mRNA sequences.
The study of these various types of sequences is important for a clear understanding of the mechanisms that induce diseases. It is well known that minor and local modifications, such as Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (as stored in dbSNP (NCBI, 2012)), may produce isoforms of a given protein that prevent it from been produced. This can cause several types of cancer (Engle, Simpson, and Landers, 2006) ), Alzheimer's disease (Emahazion et al., 2001 ) and many others. It is therefore crucial to be able to clearly distinguish between "silent" mutations and mutations of interest.
Due to the proliferation of genomic data since the assembly of the human genome, two major problems have recently arose:
1. Producing data is now quicker than analysing data and interpreting results.
2. The amount of produced data already exceeds the computers capacity, in terms of storing all the information in main memory or the time that is needed for properly processing it.
The scientific bottlenecks have moved from being able to produce interesting data for important societal health studies to being able to store, process and interpret the massive amount of data produced in numerous research centres. From the computer science viewpoint, storing and querying efficiently one sequence, or a limited set of sequences can be done using specialised data structures. But our ultimate goal is to be able to store not only one or several sequences, but hundreds or thousands, that is possibly more than 3 trillions base pairs. In this paper, we consider the Extreme Similarity Sequencing problem, in which we are given sequences S 0 , S 1 , . . . , S k , where S i and S j differ by only a few symbols-around 10 in practice. Our goal is to keep one reference sequence, say S R , together with the differences between S R and S i (for all i) in such a way that we can efficiently answer queries on the entire set of sequences.
Background
There is existing literature on querying biological sequences, generally focusing on developing indexing schemes to allow compression of the sequence. Basic indexing techniques often construct one long string by concatenating all string together and use auxiliary data structures such as suffix trees and BWT (Adjeroh et al., 2002) , to build an index of the entire set of sequences; however, when there are many types of sequences where these are not appropriate due to memory usage and the types of sequences we are using. Using classical indexes in this way does not exploit the large similarities between the DNA sequences, meaning they often end up storing extra, unnecessary, information. More advanced data structures such as CSA (Lippert, 2005) and FM-index (Ferragina and Manzini, 2000) present an improvement over classical data structures and take into account the entropy of a sequence to produce a compressed index of the sequence using a technique known as block addressing. Recently there has been a focus on exploiting the inherent similarity present in multiple DNA sequences, in (Huang et al., 2010) they assume a number of common segments in the DNA sequence with errors in between. This allows them to exploit the common segments for fast string searching and low memory usage. Other techniques sacrifice guaranteeing a match to improve the time complexity, these tend to use filtering techniques which reduce the number of potential matches (similar to BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) or FASTA (Pearson, 1990) , such as searching using q-grams (Cao, Li, and Tung., 2005) .
In our solution we consider a different model of the problem and do not place such restrictions on the structure of the string. Instead we assume that there are a constant number of errors between the sequences and try to exploit this fact to allow for fast searching of a large number of sequences with a low memory footprint. Our construction is a remarkably simple method of searching a large number of sequences which avoids complex indexing and assumptions about the structure of the string.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 1, we describe the motivation of the problem; in Section 2, we describe the background results needed to support our constructions; and in Section 3, we give an informal outline of the algorithm followed by analysis of the algorithm and conclusions.
Preliminaries
An alphabet Σ is a finite non-empty set whose elements are called symbols. In this work, we consider the finite alphabet Σ for DNA sequences, where Σ = {A, C, G, T }. A string is a sequence of zero or more symbols from an alphabet Σ. The zero-symbol sequence is called the empty string, and is denoted by ε. The set of all the strings on the alphabet Σ is denoted by Σ * . The set of all the strings on the alphabet Σ except the empty string ε is denoted by Σ + . The length of a string x is denoted by |x|.
We denote by x[i], for all 0 ≤ i < |x|, the symbol at index i of x. Each index i, for all 0 ≤ i < |x|, is a position in x when x = ε. It follows that the ith symbol of x is the symbol at position i − 1 in x, and that
A string x is a factor of a string y if there exist two strings u and v, such that y = uxv.
Let x be a non-empty string and y be a string. We say that there exists an occurrence of x in y, or, more simply, that x occurs in y, when x is a factor of y.
Every occurrence of x can be characterised by a position in y. Thus we say that x occurs at the starting position i in y when y[i . . i + |x| − 1] = x. It is sometimes more suitable to consider the ending position i + |x| − 1.
The Hamming distance δ H is defined only for strings of the same length. For two strings x and y, δ H (x, y) is the number of places in which the two strings differ. Let x be a nonempty string and y be a string, we say that x occurs in y with at most k-errors, if there exists a factor of y, say w, such that δ H (x, w) ≤ k.
In the rest of this section we present a few existing results which are required for our constructions.
Lemma 1 Given a text t and a pattern p we can find approximate occurrences of p with k errors in O(n) time if k is bounded by a constant.
Proof We know from (Landau and Vishkin, 1986 ) that we can find occurrences of p with k errors in O(kn) time. So when k is bounded by a constant it is clear that the runtime is reduced to O(n) Bit parallelism is a technique which exploits the ability to perform operations on bit vectors in constant time assuming the bit vector is ≤ w where w is the size of the machine word. This allows us to simulate a non-deterministic automaton in O( 
Main Ideas of the Algorithm
Here we present the main ideas of our construction, primarily that of minimising the cost of storing and querying the sequences.
Minimizing The Storage Space
Given the sequences S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k we will only keep S 0 and call it the reference sequence, denoted by S R . Then, for all i, we keep the positions where S R and S i differ, storing them sequentially as a single string. We store the errors from S 1 followed by errors from S 2 and so on until S k . In the sequence shown below the errors in the first division are those from S 1 , the second from S 2 and so on. The vertical lines are added for clarity and are not part of the storage scheme.
146|07|13|23
We will also keep 2 additional lists L(e i ) = i m and M (e i ) = β i that given an error, e i , will tell us in which sequence S im the error occurred and the symbol that caused the error β i . L(e i ) can be stored very efficiently as a bit vector, with a 1 at the first error of a new sequence and a 0 otherwise. This gives us a sparse bit vector allowing us to efficiently perform rank/select operations (Golynski et al., 2011) . It is clear that the minimum information we must store is one sequence, along with all the errors. Our scheme stores one sequence along with a constant number of arrays all with length proportional to the number of errors in the sequences. This is an efficient method of storing many genomic sequences with a high degree of similarity.
Querying
Here we present an example of our querying algorithm for the extreme similarity sequencing problem. We are given the sequences S R , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 and the pattern p, these are shown below with errors between S R and S i represented by bold and underlined symbols. We wish to find occurrences of p in the given sequences.
Step 1 As mentioned previously, we will keep S R and the list of differences. The differences are stored as a string of the positions of the errors, shown below and denoted by E. E = 146|07|13|23
Step 2 Find p in S R with a Hamming distance of at most 3. We wish to find those with a Hamming distance of at most 3 as that is the highest number of differences present in any sequence. It should be noted that the number of differences in one sequence is at most 10 regardless of the length of the sequence.
Match × Mismatch n Error at position n We then check the candidate solutions, (those with less than 3 mismatches, in this case 1,3 and 5) against the list of differences, here called E, to find where they could occur. To match a candidate solution against E we construct a new sequence for each candiate solution which consists of the indicies of each mismatches in the candidate. We then take these new sequences and match them against E.
Using the example above the new sequences will be.
We now match these sequences against E and look for matches of a candidate sequence in E, in this case we see that the first candidate, c 1 , has a match in E. We must now perform false match checking, by varifying that the next error in the sequence does not invalidate the match. It is clear that the length of the pattern is 4 so the error at 8 will have no effect on the validity of this match. We are now left to check that each symbol in the match is from the same sequence; this can be done using the L(e i ) list. Finally we must varify that the error is the character we require, which can be achieved using the M (e i ) list. The Pseudocode for the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1.
An Outline of the Algorithm

Correctness and Analysis Theorem 1 The algorithm correctly computes occurrences of
Proof It is obvious that there are 2 cases where there can be a valid occurrence, those where p occurs exactly in S R or those where p occurs as an approximate occurrence in S R and exactly in some S i .
Where p occurs exactly in S R we simply report the occurrence and we are done.
Where p occurs approximately in S R and exactly on S i we must verify that the errors present in the approximate occurrence in S R are also present in S i , that there is no further error in S i that would affect the match and that the errors are the same symbols as those in p.
It is clear that the algorithm satisfies these conditions in the second for loop and correctly reports exact matches in S i .
Algorithm 1 ExtremeSimilarityAlgorithm
Let µ ← max number of errors between S i and S R Find all occurrence so p in S R with at most m errors for each occurrence of p in S R do let o 1 be the starting position in S R of the occurrence of p
Asymptotically Fast Algorithm
By Lemma 1 it will take O(n) to find all occurrences of p in S r with at most m errors as m is bounded by a constant factor.
The first loop executes at most n times, as that is the maximum possible matches, giving us another factor of O(n).
For most of the second loop we can make use of an Aho Corasick automaton (Aho and Corasick, 1975) built for the candidate sequences of c 1 . . . c i . This can be built in time proportional to the sum of the lengths of the patterns, as each pattern is of constant length it is proportional to the number of candidate sequences, which is α. It is now simple to find all occurrences of all c j in E as we simply run E through the automaton reporting matches as we go. As E is bounded by the number of errors in total, finding all occurrences of the candidates will take O(k + occ) in total, where occ is the number of occurrences reported. All executions of this step take a total time of O(n + occ), but we have another factor of O(α) from the one off initialisation. Checking if an occurrence occurs entirely within one sequence can be handled entirely by carefully constructing the string E. Instead of just sticking all the differentiating sequences together, we can add an extra character, $, between each differentiating sequence. Now an occurrence is only reported if it is entirely within one sequence and we can easily track which sequence we're currently checking. We must now check that the errors are the symbols from the pattern using the M (e i ) array, this will take constant time per occurrence as we will check ≤ 10 positions so O(occ) in total; finally we must check that the next error will not effect the match, this is one operation and can be done in constant time. So all together we have a run time of O(n + occ).
Theorem 2 The algorithm correctly computes the occurrences of
p in S 1 S 2 . . . S k in O(n + occ) time.
Practical Algorithm
Although asymptotically efficient, the above algorithm may not be practical due to the overheads and memory requirements of building the automaton and from the auxilliary data structures used in the approximate matching algorithm. To account for this we present a practical O( nk w ) algorithm with the same scheme as the previous algorithm. In this algorithm we use bit operations to perform 'find all occurrences of D in E' in O( k w ) time by Lemma 2 using the Shift add(BaezaYates and Gonnet, 1992) algorithm. It should be noted that when there are only a few sequences the list of errors will fit in one machine word and this becomes O(1) meaning the algorithm runs in linear time.
We also make use of a more memory efficient version of the Landau-Vishkin Algorithm (Castro Miranda and Ayala-Rincón, 2005) for approximate matching which uses a suffix array to reduce memory requirements.
Other than this the time taken is the same as the previous algorithm giving a total runtime of O( nk w ).
Theorem 3 The algorithm correctly computes occurrences of
p in S 1 S 2 . . . S k in O( nk w ) time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we describe both asymptotically efficient and practical algorithms for the Extreme Similarity Sequencing problem. We are currently in the process of implementing and performing experiments to determine the performance of these algorithms on real biological data. We expect that this data will show us that the practical algorithm works extremely well when the number of errors can fit within a small number of machine words and easily outperforms the naive solution.
Future work includes completing the implementation and testing, as well as working on the more complex open problems presented below with an aim to extend these techniques to problems which also take into account different types of distance measures such as Levenstein distance. In addition to this we plan on making use of more compressed datastructures to further reduce the memory requirements of our technique.
Open Problems
In this paper, we introduce algorithms for the Extreme Similarity Sequencing problem, but a number of related open problems remain.
High Similarity Sequencing: We are given the sequences S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k where S j = j 1 I 1 j 2 I 2 . . . j m I m in other words each sequence is formed from a sequence of identical blocks I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I k with differences between them j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m
The goal is to keep one reference sequence together with the differences in order to answer queries. The reference sequence together with the errors would be stored in specially designed data sequences. There is some existing work in this area (Huang et al., 2010) Complex Similarity Sequencing: We are given the sequences S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k where S j = j 1 I 1 j 2 I 2 . . . j m I m where S 1 = j 1 I 1 j 2 I 2 . . . j m I m and s j is a permutation of the blocks I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I k with errors between them j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j m
The goal is to keep one reference sequence together with the differences and permutations in order to answer queries. The reference sequence, permutation and errors would be stored in specially designed data sequences.
